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Abstract

The KADS methodology for the development of knowledge based systems
and its successor CommonKADS have had a major in�uence on the devel�
opment of knowledge�based systems �KBS� in the last few years� KADS
provides considerable assistance to KBS developers at the start of a project
through its library of generic inference structures� which show the di�erent
processes which are typically carried out for a particular task type�

The library currently includes three structures which represent three dif�
ferent approaches to design at a generic level	 hierarchical design� transfor�
mational design and incremental design� These approaches to design are
all used in the commercial world
 however� they rely on a sequential� non�
iterative view of the overall design process� Many designers use a di�erent
approach� in which a solution is proposed� presented to the client for criti�
cism� and then altered based on the client�s comments �which e�ectively form
further constraints on the design�� This process is iterated until an accept�
able design is reached� This process has been called propose�critique�modify

design
 for compatibility with KADS terminology� it is known in this paper
as exploration�based design�

The process of exploration�based design is investigated in detail� with par�
ticular attention to understanding constraints� and to the re�use of previous
designs� A possible generic inference structure for exploration�based design
is then suggested� and the use of this inference structure on a knowledge�
based design project is described� Finally� suitable knowledge acquisition
techniques for exploration�based design are proposed�

� Introduction

The KADS methodology for the development of knowledge based systems
Hickman et al	 ����� Schreiber et al	 �����	 and its successor CommonKADS
deHoog et al	 ������	 have had a major in�uence on the development of knowledge�
based systems �KBS� in the last few years� KADS has provided a structured and
documented framework for KBS development which is more acceptable to the com�
mercial world than the traditional approach of iteratively developing a prototype
KBS� It also provides considerable assistance to KBS developers at the start of a
project through its library of generic inference structures�� These generic mod�
els are intended to provide guidance in knowledge acquisition and in knowledge
analysis	 by showing the di�erent processes which are typically carried out for a
particular task type� For example	 if a KBS was being built to assess candidates for

�While this paper uses the term �KADS� to describe the approach taken by both the KADS

methodology and the CommonKADS methodology� the terminology used in this paper is the

terminology of CommonKADS� The generic inference structures were usually known by the term

�interpretation models� in the original KADS methodology�
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job suitability	 the generic inference structure for assessment tasks could be selected
from the library of inference structures� The generic model could then be adapted
to the problem in hand by making small changes �e�g� the �case description� in the
generic model could be instantiated to �curriculum vitae� in the adapted model�
so that the 
nal model re�ects the actual inference processes which are carried out
when a candidate is assessed by an experienced interviewer� Inference structures
may also be used as a framework for the design and implementation of the resulting
KBS �e�g� Kingston	 ����a���

The KADS methodology classi
es task types into a taxonomy Breuker�	 ������
The principal distinction in this taxonomy is between system analysis tasks and
system synthesis tasks� Analytic tasks	 such as diagnosis and assessment	 have as
their ultimate goal the establishment of unknown properties or behaviour of the
system� synthetic tasks	 such as con
guration and planning	 aim to de
ne a struc�
tural description of a system in terms of some given set of elements� Certain tasks	
such as repair or control	 are considered to involve aspects of both analytic and
synthetic tasks� these are known as system modi�cation tasks� The majority of suc�
cessful KBS systems have dealt with analytic tasks	 such as diagnosis or selection	
although several successful KBS have been developed for synthetic tasks	 either
using KADS �e�g� Kingston	 ����b�� or without KADS �e�g� McDermott	 �����
Tate et al	 ������� There are very few successful KBS systems which successfully
handle modi
cation tasks�

Design problems are classi
ed by KADS as synthetic tasks	 and are classi
ed
into three subtypes� design by hierarchical decomposition	 design by gradual re
ne�
ment	 and design by transformation� Each of these subtypes has its own inference
structure� The thesis of this paper is that the repertoire of inference structures for
design tasks is incomplete� At least one more model needs to be added� a model
which supports the process of exploration�based design �also known as propose�

critique�modify design�� This paper contains a justi
cation for the addition of this
model	 a suggested framework for the model	 and a discussion of knowledge acqui�
sition techniques suitable for exploration�based design�

� The design process

��� KADS modelling of the design process

There is considerable debate about the way in which design is	 or should be	 carried
out� The underlying reason for this debate is that designers not only work in
di�erent ways	 but actually think in di�erent ways� Many textbooks on design
encourage designers to think divergently	 deliberately not restricting themselves
to a 
xed �design process�	 in order to stimulate the emergence of �creativity�
which is seen as the key to many successful designs� Others argue that a design
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process should be used because	 in some situations	 creativity is less important than
productivity	 reusability	 or ensuring that a design meets safety standards�

While the arguments continue	 attempts have been made to categorise the ways
in which design is actually performed �e�g� Maher	 ������� KADS o�ers the fol�
lowing categorisation Breuker�	 ������

�� Hierarchical design� In this process	 a design task is broken down into a
number of smaller design tasks	 which are tackled separately	 and then the
results are recombined� Ideally	 each subtask would be further decomposed
until it reaches the stage where there is a well�understood solution� for ex�
ample	 in software design	 a low�level subtask might be to design an ordered
set of elements� This task could be solved by writing a sorting algorithm and
applying it to the elements�

Hierarchical design is used in cases where independent subproblems can be
de
ned	 such as software design	 where modules only interact via their inputs
and outputs� However	 such independence is often impossible to achieve in
design tasks� for example	 the construction of a house cannot be broken down
into an independent consideration of the design of each room in the house	
because the chosen shape and the location of utilities in each room a�ects the
design of the other rooms�

An example of the use of hierarchical design can be found in Kruger � Wielinga	 �����	
which records an empirical study which aimed to identify the approaches
taken by industrial designers to designing a garbage disposal system for a
train�

�� Transformational design� This is a version of design in which a full spec�
i
cation of the artifact is available at an early stage of the design process	
but is formulated in a di�erent manner from the elements of the solution do�
main� A good example is VLSI design in which an algorithm is input to the
design process �a formal speci
cation� and the layout of the actual chip is the
required output Breuker�	 ������

It is likely that the main knowledge�based components of transformational
design will be problem�speci
c�

�� Incremental design� This occurs when there is no straightforward trans�
formation of the conceptual design to a detailed design model� instead	 the
conceptual model is separated into design elements and constraints� Both of
these are then transformed �perhaps in several stages� to a form where they
can be amalgamated into a 
nal design model�

In order to understand the above categorisation	 it is important to note two
points	 which are sometimes not appreciated by people who are unfamiliar with
KADS�
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�� The categories above represent generic frameworks for performing a design
task� These frameworks need to be instantiated to particular design tasks	
which may involve the addition or removal of some inference steps in order
to re�ect the actual inferences which are performed for a particular task�
The knowledge engineer is therefore asked to determine the most appropri�
ate generic inference structure	 rather than the only appropriate inference
structure�

�� The modelling of expert tasks may require more than one level of decomposi�
tion or re
nement� taking hierarchical design as an example	 each sub�part of
the overall design may need to be modelled individually in order to produce a
fully detailed model of the design� It is important to note that tasks speci
ed
at a more detailed level will not necessarily use the same approach to problem
solving �and hence the same generic inference structure� as the top level task�
to continue the example	 an approach which uses hierarchical design as the
overall approach to problem solving level may use transformational design or
incremental design to produce certain sub�parts of the design�

��� Higher level frameworks for design� data �ow vs iter�

ation

The di�erent approaches to design suggested by KADS provide a fairly compre�
hensive classi
cation of approaches to design � if it is assumed that design is a
sequential	 non�iterative process� This can be seen in the KADS �generic design
model� �reproduced in Figure ��	 in which an informal problem statement is trans�
formed into a detailed design wit no signi
cant iteration between the various stages
of transformation� The di�erent approaches to design suggested by KADS are essen�
tially special cases of the generic design model	 with emphasis on di�erent inference
steps� for example	 incremental design emphasises the transform�expand�re�ne
inference step Tansley � Hayball	 ������
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expand/transform
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Detailed design

Figure �� The sequential �generic design model� suggested by KADS

This sequential approach to design has been recommended by several sources
�e�g� Asimow	 ����� Hubka	 ������	 including the in�uential Royal Institution of
British Architects �R�I�B�A�	 ������� It has been proposed as a suitable model for
software engineering	 where it corresponds to the �waterfall� model of software de�
velopment �see Royce	 ������� However	 more recent writers have criticised the se�
quential approach to design� It has been claimed that this approach over�emphasises
the need for the communication of data and under�emphasises the need to integrate
the knowledge and information used in design Smithers et al	 ������ that the devel�
opment of sequential models fails to represent the true nature of the design process
Visser	 ������ and that the sequential approach has more to do with the job of
managing the people employed in design	 rather than with what designers actually
do �cf� pp� ����� of Lawson	 ������� The second and third criticisms certainly
seem to be valid in software design	 for very few software projects actually adhere
to a strict waterfall model of development�
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So	 if designers do not work according to a sequential model of design	 how do
they operate� The alternative to a sequential approach is an iterative approach�
In such an approach	 designers do not work through a problem step by step	 
rst
analysing and then synthesising� Instead	 designers propose a solution at an early
stage	 and then iterate towards a 
nal solution by presenting the early solution
for criticism� this may involve elicitation of further constraints� In software engi�
neering	 this approach to design design corresponds to �rapid prototyping� which
has commonly been used for the development of knowledge based systems	 and is
sometimes used to aid requirements speci
cation in large software projects� Rapid
prototyping involves preparing and implementing a software design quickly before
showing it to the client for criticism� the implementation is then altered to take
account of any changes which are suggested	 and the process is repeated� This
iteration normally continues until an acceptable design is reached�

The following experiment Lawson	 ����� illustrates the use of iterative design
by architectural designers� Two groups of students � postgraduate science students
and 
nal year architectural students � were given a set of blocks which had some
faces coloured blue and some coloured red� The students were told to build a
structure which had as few external blue faces as possible� The students were
also told that there was another rule which limited their freedom of choice	 but
they would not be told what that rule was� Instead	 they could present possible
designs for criticism� They were	 however	 to present as few intermediate designs
as possible�

The experiment revealed that the engineering students tended to focus on de�
termining the unknown rule� Once they had presented enough attempts to deduce
the rule	 they calculated the optimum con
guration of blocks� The design students	
however	 tended to propose a fairly good solution as a 
rst step� if it was declared
to be incorrect	 they altered the design slightly	 and continued to make slight al�
terations until they had produced the best design possible which was not declared
to be incorrect� Analysis of the results showed that the design students performed
as well as the enginering students in reaching an optimum design	 and produced a
signi
cantly lower number of intermediate designs in the process�

There is documented support for the use of iterative design by architectural de�
signers Lawson	 �����	 bridge designers Reich	 ����� and user interface designers
Gould � Lewis	 ����� Gould et al	 �����	 as well as support from the AI commu�
nity	 with its inherent interest in identifying and modelling human cognitive pro�
cesses Bicard�Mandel � Tong	 ����� Smithers et al	 ����� Chandrasekaran	 ������
Indeed	 Chandrasekaran Chandrasekaran	 ����� discusses iterative design	 which
he calls propose�critique�modify design	 in detail� While Chandrasekaran�s pre�
ferred name is an accurate description of the processes involved in iterative de�
sign	 it does not correspond with KADS� terminology for inference functions �see
Breuker�	 ������	 nor with the level of abstraction at which KADS names its infer�
ence structures �e�g� KADS uses the term hierarchical design instead of decompose�
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design�reconstitute design�� For compatibility with KADS	 therefore	 this paper
follows Smithers et al Smithers et al	 ����� in using the term �exploration�based
design� to describe this approach to design�

The thesis of this paper is that exploration�based design is a commonly used
approach to design	 and is worthy of being included in the KADS library of generic
inference structures	 because it is su�ciently di�erent from the approaches already
speci
ed in the library� The structure of the paper is as follows�

� The next two sections discuss two key aspects of exploration�based design�
the role of constraints in design	 and the use of previous models as a basis for
a design�

� The following two sections bring the conclusions together into a suggested
inference structure	 and show how that inference structure was applied to a
particular project�

� The 
nal section looks at how knowledge acquisition might be performed for
a task which uses exploration�based design�

� The role of constraints in exploration�based

design

In any design task	 the key elements of the design problem are the constraints placed
on the designer� Designers must identify these constraints	 and then work within
them to produce an acceptable design� If a design cannot be produced which fully
satis
es all constraints	 then one or more constraints must be relaxed	 or abandoned
entirely	 in order to to produce a feasible design�

In exploration�based design	 a client�s criticisms of a possible design e�ectively
place more constraints on the design� However	 since criticism requires communi�
cation	 the designer may take the opportunity to negotiate with the client on which
constraints can be relaxed	 and how far� It is therefore crucial for the designer to
understand each constraint	 and the consequences of relaxing it	 thoroughly� This
is particularly important if there are time restrictions on the design process	 which
reduce the number of explorative iterations which can be performed�

��� Understanding constraints

In order to understand constraints fully	 Lawson Lawson	 ����� suggests that con�
straints should be analysed on three dimensions�

� Is the constraint imposed internally or externally� An internal constraint is
one imposed by a decision of an interested party� for example	 an architec�
tural design may be required to include ramps throughout for use by disabled
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people	 or a graphic design may be required to make use of the colours asso�
ciated with the client company�s corporate image� An external constraint is
one which cannot be altered by any decision of the project team� the points
of the compass �and hence the position of the sun� is an important external
constraint on the design of housing�

� Who imposes the constraint� Is it the designer	 the client	 the user �if di�erent
from the client�	 or legislators� A graphic designer might decide that a better
e�ect would be achieved if he limits his design to soft pastel colours only	
which is an example of a designer�imposed constraint� The width of corridors
and the number of doors in a building is a�ected by 
re regulations	 which
is an example of a legislative constraint� �As an aside	 Lawson notes that
legislative constraints tend to be biased towards factors that can easily be
measured� This has often led to designer dissatisfaction with legislation which
is seen as overly restrictive	 or failing to take account of special features of
the particular design problem��

� What function does the constraint ful
l� Is it a radical constraint	 a�ecting
the fundamental purpose of the design	 a practical constraint imposed by the
limitations of technology or nature	 a constraint on form	 a�ecting the style
and visual impact of the design or a symbolic constraint	 a�ecting the visual
symbolism of the design� A radical constraint might be that a school building
requires rooms suitable for teaching classes� a practical constraint might be
that the site for a building has a certain load�bearing capacity� a constraint on
form might be that a graphic designer is required to make an advertisement
striking	 unusual and memorable� and an example of a symbolic constraint is
that the roof of the Sydney Opera House was designed to be parabolic in shape
because it is intended to symbolise the surrrounding marine environment�
Practical constraints can usefully be subdivided into constraints on the pa�
rameters of the design and its environment	 and constraints on the process of
making	 testing or assembling the artifact Brown � Chandrasekaran	 ������

Gaining an understanding of constraints also requires designers to recognise
that they themselves sometimes place implicit constraints on the design process
which are non�essential� Lawson Lawson	 ����� reports an exercise in which novice
designers �architectural students� were asked to design the �oorplan for a block of
�ats �see Figure ��� The students were unable to produce a design which allowed
su�cient light into the living room of each �at until they relaxed the constraint
which they had unconsciously imposed upon themselves that no part of one �at
should overlap with a neighbouring �at� The �oorplan shown in the lower half
of Figure � allows plenty of light into both living room and kitchen	 makes each
�at slightly narrower	 and also provides a recessed �entrance area� for each �at�
The lesson to draw from this example is that the students did not recognise the
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constraint on overlapping	 and therefore did not realise that this constraint could
be relaxed�

BathroomKitchen

Living room Bedroom

Bathroom

Bedroom

Kitchen

Living room

Figure �� Proposed designs for single�bedroom deck�access �ats �a� with a
rectangular �oorplan �b� with one �at overlapping the next

��� Prioritising constraints

A second key factor in exploration�based design is that designers who are presented
with a large number of constraints to ful
l tend to focus on ful
lling a small number
of constraints which are perceived to be important� In another experiment on
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students of architectural design Lawson	 �����	 three groups of students were asked
to design an o�ce building for a design competition� They were told that the
building would be sited between two major roads	 across the line of an existing
public footpath	 and that it should not present a remote or forbidding image to
local ratepayers� The students all appeared to focus on one aspect of the problem	
and to design their whole solution around that one aspect� One group focussed
on the o�ce environment	 and designed an o�ce layout with careful attention
to the provision of service ducts and �exibility of partitioning� Another group
focussed on making the building visitor�friendly	 and so designed a building with
di�erent departments in di�erent blocks leading o� a central court� The third
group	 however	 focussed on the image presented to ratepayers	 and particularly
on the public footpath� They proceeded to design an arch�shaped building with a
covered mall in the centre doubling as the footpath 

It is important that this prioritisation of constraints is made explicit	 so that a
reasoned decision can be made on the relative advantages of one constraint against
another�

� The use of previous designs as a basis for cur�

rent designs

An obvious possibility for reducing the time required to perform exploration�based
design is to start with a design used in a previous similar situation	 which therefore
ought to satisfy most of the constraints� The issue of whether it is wise to use a
previous design as a basis for a current design has been a subject of considerable
debate within the design community� On the positive side	 the main advantage of
using an existing design is that this design �presumably� satis
es all the constraints
which were imposed on it	 and so is likely to satisfy many of the constraints which
will be imposed in a similar situation� Some would also claim that it is well�
nigh impossible for a designer to ignore his previous experience of similar designs
when producing a new design	 and so the process might as well be explicit� On
the negative side	 it is claimed that re�use of existing designs sti�es creativity in
design� the experiment cited in section ��� showed how the unconscious e�ects of
previous experience hindered the students from arriving at an acceptable solution to
their design problem� It is accepted that innovative design is largely dependent on
improvement of a feature of an existing design	 but it is argued that truly creative
design is crucially dependent on freedom from such restrictions� This argument is
at the heart of much criticism of designs �from both sides�	 and it is unlikely that
designers will ever agree completely on this matter�

In the AI community	 the recent successes of case�based reasoning technology
for design tasks Various	 ����� have swung the pendulum towards favouring re�
use of existing designs� Case�based reasoning attempts to match the key features
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of the current design task against the key features of previous design tasks� If
it 
nds a previous task which closely matched the current task	 it retrieves the
solution to that previous task	 and then presents that solution to the user for
minor modi
cations	 or possibly attempts to make modi
cations itself�

Given the potential of case�based reasoning	 and a degree of suspicion about
whether AI is appropriate for �creative� design	 it seems pragmatic to assume that
any AI�based approach to exploration�based design is likely to make use of an
existing design as a basis for the current design�

� The inference structure

Based on the above analyses of the process of exploration�based design	 a generic
inference structure should include�

� acquisition of constraints

� ordering of constraints

� creation of a possible solution

� veri
cation of that solution

� feedback from veri
cation to an earlier stage in the process	 thus creating an
iterative loop

� potential input from previous design models

In some cases	 it is possible that attempts at producing a design may prove
to be dead�ends	 because constraints cannot be relaxed su�ciently to produce an
acceptable design� In these cases	 the designer has to choose another initial model	
and re�start the reasoning process� The inference structure should therefore also
represent the possibility of selecting a new initial model from the model library�

The suggested inference structure is shown in Figure �� As described in section
���	 KADS allows inference structure diagrams to be hierarchically decomposed� In
this case	 it is convenient to decompose the transform�� inference function in the
top level model� This inference function	 which represents the process of assigning
importance to constraints	 is shown in Figure ��
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Design problem

Constraintsspecify-1 transform-1 Possible solution

verify Final solution

Model library

Rejected design

Reasons for
rejection

select

Initial modelrefine Domain entities

transform-2 (Partially) ordered
constraints

Figure �� Top level inference structure for exploration�based design

specify-2

specify-3

sort

Cost of relaxing
constraints

Constraints

Degree to which
constraints can be

relaxed

(Partially) ordered
constraints

Figure 	� Expansion of transform��

The inference structure shown above is not intended to make every aspect of
the design process explicit� it only shows the typical processes in exploration�based
design� Certain information which is speci
c to the problem domain must be added
for the model to be complete� For example	 the model does not indicate which
constraints should be relaxed or abandoned if it proves impossible to produce a
design which fully satis
es all constraints� nor does it provide any information
about how an appropriate initial model is selected from the model library� Both
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of these factors form a signi
cant component of design expertise	 and should be
speci
ed as part of the process of instantiating the generic inference structure to a
particular task�

Task structure for the top level inference structure

task design
goal to synthesise a solution to a design problem
task structure

re�ne�design problem � domain entities�
specify�design problem � constraints�
select�model library � initial model�
for all constraint � constraints do
specify�constraint � degree to which constraint can be relaxed�
specify�constraint � cost of relaxing constraint�

sort�constraints � cost of relaxing constraints � degree to which constraints
can be relaxed � �partially� ordered constraints�

transform�domain entities � initial model � �partially� ordered constraints
� possible solution�

loop
verify�possible solution� rejected design � reasons for rejection OR 
nal

solution�
specify�reasons for rejection � further constraints OR select new model

from model library�
transform�rejected design � constraints � possible solution�

� Validation of the inference structure

The suggested inference structure has been validated by applying it to a real�life
knowledge�based design problem� The problem chosen was that of a consultant or
subcontractor negotiating an acceptable workplan for a commercial contract� The
tasks to be done	 the skills required for each task	 and the overall cost of the task
must all be de
ned by the consultant and agreed by the client� Previous workplans
may be used as a basis for a current workplan	 especially in companies which have
well�de
ned �packages� of work which are sold as a whole�

The application of an inference structure requires the knowledge roles to be
instantiated to entities from the domain� If necessary	 inference functions and
knowledge roles may be added or deleted� In this case	 no alterations were required�
the mapping was as follows�
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Rejected proposal
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proposal

Select a suitable
previous proposal

Previous proposalDevise/revise a
workplan Workplan

Sort constraints
in order of
importance

Sorted constraints

Figure 
� The processes involved in discussing a proposal with a client

This study indicates that the proposed generic inference structure for exploration�
based design can indeed be instantiated to a real�world design problem�

� Knowledge Acquisition for exploration�based

design

The process of instantiating a generic inference structure requires that knowledge
acquisition is carried out which identi
es the information required for each knowl�
edge role� The information which must be acquired includes the domain entities
and initial constraint which form the design problem	 the contents of the model
library	 and the format of knowledge generated from these initial inputs�

The most obvious technique for acquiring knowledge for exploration�based de�
sign is to perform exploration�based design� this quickly provides a lot of useful
knowledge	 particularly about constraints� This technique has been used success�
fully in a number of knowledge based projects	 by using �rapid prototyping� as
a basis for knowledge acquisition� However	 some information has to be gathered
before an initial design can be produced� there may also be some bene
t in reduc�
ing the number of times that solutions are presented to the client!expert	 to avoid
causing irritation	 or to reduce the total time required for design� It therefore seems
wise to devise techniques which can acquire as much knowledge as possible before
presenting a solution to a client	 and on each iterative loop thereafter�
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This section presents some suggested techniques for knowledge acquisition	 look�
ing particularly at acquisition of constraints�

��� Knowledge Acquisition for constraints

According to the inference structure	 a design problem can be described in terms
of the constraints which are placed on the design	 and the domain entities� It is
rarely di�cult to determine what the domain entities are �although the relation�
ships between them may require a little more thought�� many of the di�culties in
design revolve around undetermined or underspeci
ed constraints� Knowledge ac�
quisition for a design problem is therefore primarily concerned with the acquisition
of constraints�

����� Interviews

So how can constraints be acquired� An obvious method for acquiring knowledge
of any sort is to perform interviews with experts in the 
eld� While interviews have
advantages	 particularly at early stages of a knowledge engineering project	 they
also have considerable disadvantages	 particularly in the elicitation of tacit knowl�
edge� Many designers 
nd it easier to work on re
ning an actual design rather
than attempting to analyse every constraint	 and many design faults are due to
unidenti
ed constraints� it follows that many constraints on design problems are
either within the designer�s mind but unexpressed	 or within the problem but unno�
ticed� These constraints can therefore be classi
ed as tacit knowledge� While it is
possible that structured interviews may have value at later stages of the knowledge
acquisition process �for example	 a designer may be asked to critique a written list
of constraints�	 it seems that knowledge engineers will need to rely on techniques
other than interviews in order to acquire constraints successfully�

����� The Problem Identi�cation Game

For the early stages of constraint acquisition	 Lawson Lawson	 ����� suggests the
�Problem Identi
cation Game�	 which was devised at the Open University as an
aid to identifying constraints� The �game� requires designers to start by making a
short and simple statement of the design problem as a contrasting pair� an example
might be �slum clearance � aged slum dwellers�� Next	 designers are asked to
amplify this statement by considering the following principles�

� Con�ict � convert the statement into interested parties who might be viewed
as in con�ict� For example	 �Town planners see a need for change and renewal
which is not necessarily appreciated by the aged who have lived in the area
all their lives��
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� Contradiction � trying to contradict an earlier statement by taking an oppos�
ing viewpoint �e�g� �slum clearance � old people need safety � hygiene���

� Complication � identify any factors which should really have been consid�
ered when making a previous statement e�g� �Old folk need modern housing
because they need safety � hygiene� is subject to the complication �But
modernisation usually means increased rent charges��

� Similarity � try to think of	 and then think through	 an analogous situation
�e�g� slum clearance is to housing as a plough is to a 
eld� the process of slum
clearance destroys previous street patterns	 but opens up the area for new
growth��

� Chance � pick a word from a dictionary and see if it sparks any new ideas� For
example	 the word �softly� might suggest soft music	 which in turn leads to a
consideration of the di�culties of moving grand pianos and other accumulated
furniture into modern housing�

It is usually a simple task to extract constraints from these statements	 although
further analysis may have be done on the degree to which the constraints can be
relaxed and the cost of relaxing them� For example	 two constraints which can
be extracted from the example given above are �Old folk prefer large housing to
accommodate their possessions� and �Old folk prefer low�rent housing�� However	
these two constraints are �usually� in opposition	 and further analysis is needed to
determine how resistant old people would be to giving up possessions in order to
live in smaller housing	 or how heavy the 
nancial burden of large housing would
be�

����� Multi�dimensional techniques

Once some constraints have been identi
ed	 it is also possible to elicit constraints
using multi�dimensional knowledge elicitation techniques such as the card sort

Shadbolt � Burton	 ����� and the repertory grid Kidd	 ������ To use the card
sort technique for acquiring constraints	 the name of each constraint is written on
an individual index card	 and the designer is asked to sort the cards into piles	 in
any way which seems sensible� This technique is repeated several times	 until the
constraints have been classi
ed in several di�erent ways� The key step in eliciting
constraints is to ask the designer	 after each sort has been completed	 if there are
any other constraints which belong in the categories he has created	 but which are
not represented on cards� Despite its simplicity	 card sorting has proved to be an
e�ective technique in commercial projects�

The repertory grid is used in a similar fashion� The repertory grid technique
identi
es problem elements which have constructs �attributes��For constraint elici�
tation	 constraints form the elements of the grid	 and the designer is then presented

��



with three constraints �chosen at random� and asked to state how two of them dif�
fer from the third� The designer�s answer �e�g� �Two of these have a low impact
on cost of the design	 while one has a high impact�� is taken to be an attribute
of all constraints	 and is de
ned as a construct� Each constraint is then assigned
a value for this construct on a continuous scale� If the scale used for constructs is
the same throughout the grid	 and is numerical	 then repertory grids can be sub�
jected to statistical analysis which produces an implicit clustering of elements� This
clustering can be discussed with the expert designer	 with emphasis on unexpected
assignment to clusters and the nature of the clusters themselves� As with the card
sort	 it is possible to enquire if any constraints which are not yet represented belong
in the clusters�

����	 Eliciting constraints by identifying incompatibilities in possible
solutions

It is possible to use a variation of the repertory grid knowledge acquisition tech�
nique to analyse constraints	 if possible solutions to the design problem �or parts of
the design problem� can be de
ned� Bradshaw Bradshaw et al	 ����� shows how
�possibility grids� can be de
ned	 in which possible solutions are assigned �good�
ness� values on a range of constraints� The grid is then analysed in terms of the
�goodness values�� incompatible combinations of values are ruled out	 and all other
possible combinations are generated� If there is a combination of constraint values
which does not match an existing design solution	 then either a new possible so�
lution has been found �if this combination is permissible�	 or a new constraint is
elicited �if this combination is deemed unacceptable��

��� Knowledge Acquisition of model library

At 
rst sight	 it might appear that obtaining examples of previous designs would
not be di�cult� In practice	 the situation is more complex� The problem lies in
deciding how to represent designs within a library� Either the library will contain
a large number of previous designs	 which must be indexed by some key design
features in order to allow for e�cient search through the library	 or it will contain
an abstracted set of �typical� designs	 in which certain speci
c features of real�life
designs are not represented�

In either case	 it is crucial that the key factors which di�erentiate designs are
de
ned carefully� The existence of di�erentiating factors implies an underlying
classi
cation scheme� however	 there is no agreed classi
cation for design tasks in
general� As a result	 key di�erentiating factors must be de
ned for each domain�
This is a signi
cant task in knowledge acquisition� It is possible that machine
learning techniques	 such as rule induction or neural networks	 may be of assistance
here	 but little empirical work has been done to verify this�

��



��� Knowledge Acquisition of inference functions

The best way of acquiring knowledge about the various inference processes in a de�
sign task is likely to be highly domain�dependent� If there are a considerable num�
ber of procedural steps to be followed	 however	 then certain knowledge acquisition
techniques such as protocol analysis	 the laddered grid Shadbolt � Burton	 �����
or the ��� Questions� technique Burton et al	 ����� may be useful� For an example
of the use of these techniques	 see Kingston	 ����a��

	 Conclusion

This paper has demonstrated that an iterative approach to design	 which is termed
�exploration�based design�	 is used by real�life designers� It is not used by all
designers � sequential approaches to design are often used where they are feasi�
ble� The existing KADS library of generic inference structures provides a useful
classi
cation of techniques for sequential design� However	 some designers clearly
do use exploration�based design	 and the library lacks an inference structure for
exploration�based design� A suitable inference structure is therefore proposed	 and
tested in the 
eld� Techniques for acquiring the knowledge required for exploration�
based design are also suggested�

In order to introduce the subject of exploration�based design	 this paper has
given considerable space to discussion of the nature of design tasks� A key con�
clusion of this discussion is that design tasks can be classi
ed at two levels of
abstraction� At the higher level	 design tasks can be classi
ed as either sequential
or iterative� At a lower level	 sequential design tasks can be classi
ed as hierar�
chical design	 transformational design or incremental design� Iterative design tasks
currently include exploration�based design only� it is possible that further research
may produce more categories of iterative design	 which would help to expand the
KADS library of inference structures even further�
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